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1. Appraiser receives email that employee has submitted goals and can now review the 

goals.

2. Appraiser logs into PMS & goes to dashboard.

login into PMS



Go to the Dashboard



3. Under Goal Settings, Appraiser sees a red link – I have to set goals for reviewees – GO

4. Appraiser clicks the link to set goals for the employee.

Click link to set goals for 

the employee



5. In the Goal Setting screen, on the left hand menu, Appraiser can see the list of 
employees whose goals have to be finalized by the Appraiser. The Appraiser can see 
the status too – whether employee has submitted or not. The Appraiser selects the 
employee for whom goal setting has to be done.

6. The screen refreshes & Appraiser can see the goals, weightages, details and targets (if 
applicable) as set by the employee.

7. The Appraiser can modify weightage, details and targets for goals. The Appraiser can 
also delete a goal, if not required and click on SAVE Modify weightage 

and targetsSelect Employee

Delete a goal, if not requiredClick on SAVE



8. The screen refreshes and shows the goals with changes updated.

9. The Appraiser can choose to select another goal from the library by clicking on 
CHOOSE.  A window automatically opens and shows a list of goals that employee can 
choose from. 

Click on Choose 



10. Appraiser can select a goal & set a weightage for each goal and click SAVE

Select a goal & set a 
weightage for each goal

Click on SAVE



11. The screen refreshes and shows the goals with weightages that Appraiser has added 

from goal library

12. The Appraiser can add details in the text boxes for the goals and SAVE

13. If the Appraiser wants to create a new goal, not currently available in library, the 

button ADD NEW can be clicked that will open a new window to create a goal.

Add details in the 
text boxes

Click Add New to 
create a goal



14. Appraiser can add the goal & if there is a similar goal present in the library, the tool 
provides auto suggestions to select one of those rather than create a new goal. 

15. If Appraiser selects a suggestion, then that goal is added for the employee & shown 
on the screen after the screen is refreshed.

16. If Appraiser chooses to create a new goal, then the goal is created and also added for 
the employee & shown on the screen after the screen is refreshed. Further this goal 
can be edited to make further changes by the employee.

17. Appraiser can add targets for measurable goals. Click NEXT.

Add targets for 

measurable goals.
Add goals 

Click on NEXT



Click on SUBMIT

18. Once done, the Appraiser can click SUBMIT to complete the goal setting process. No 

further changes can be done by the Appraiser. 



19. Email alert is sent to Employee that Appraiser has submitted the goals and now, 

employee can view finalized goals.

Click on Sing Off 
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